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A. Effect of λ
This section investigates the system-annotator agreements

with different values of the λ parameter (Eq. (5) and (7)).
Figure 1 reports the system-annotator agreements and the

required training time for different λ values. For both loss
functions, larger λ values lead to increased training time, as
larger values focus more on reducing the wrongly classified
data points (in the margin-based loss function) or improving
the probability estimates of the training data (in the cross-
entropy loss). When λ is fixed, the margin-based loss function
gives similar (when λ = 102) or better (when λ = 103 or
104) agreements with the annotator compared to the cross-
entropy one. In all cases, the margin-based loss function takes
similar (when λ = 102) or much lower (when λ = 103 or 104)
computational time for training compared to the cross-entropy
one as it only concentrate on correcting misclassifications (see
Section III in the paper for discussion).

B. Comparison with bag-level classification approaches
This section compares different bag-level classification

methods such as LLC+SVM and CNN with SCC-MIL, and
shows that the proposed SCC-MIL performs considerably
better than these bag-level approaches for image-level classifi-
cation. Notice that region-level predictions cannot be obtained
using these approaches as these are BL approaches.

LLC+SVM is a supervised linear SVM classifier (libLinear
[1]) trained on the image-level feature representations obtained
by average-pooling the dictionary-encoded (size 500) hand-
crafted local features. Different hand-crafted local features
such as SIFT, multi-resolution local patterns (mLP [2]), Ran-
dom Projection (RP [3]), raw patch (RAW-PATCH) were used
with LLC+SVM. We also tried different local filter banks such
as Schmid Filters (S-FILTER [4]) and Leung-Malik Filters
[5] and report the one which gave the best results. We used
the public code1 for these filter banks. To guarantee a fair
comparison all the local features were extracted from patches
of size 24×24 pixels with an overlap of 16 pixels. Each of the
vectorized local patch of dimension 24× 24 is projected to a
compressed space of dimension 200 using a random projection
matrix [3] to get a RP feature.

In addition to LLC+SVM, we also trained a CNN to
evaluate its performance on our RNFL dataset, as recently

1http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/texclass/filters.html

CNN has been widely used for medical image classification
[6]. We used the ImageNet (1.2 Million images) trained model
“AlexNet” [7] with the Caffe library [8] for this purpose2. Data
augmentation (horizontally mirrored images, and randomly
cropped image regions of size 450× 450 from images of size
500 × 500) was used to fine-tune the CNN using the RNFL
dataset. The initial learning rate and the maximum number of
iterations were set at 10−4 and 10, 000 respectively for fine
tuning.

Table I reports the results. SIFT feature performs consid-
erably better than other hand-crafted features as it capture
local texture. CNN performs better than all the hand-crafted
features as it learns discriminative features at different scales
and an image-level classifier jointly. However, compared to
LLC+SVM, CNN is computationally expensive to train even
on GPUs, needs very large amounts of training data and needs
a good initialization for its parameters.

It is interesting to note that SCC-MIL (Table IV in the main
paper) gives considerably better performance compared to all
of these bag-level approaches as (1) it learns an instance-
level classifier which weights the importance of the image
regions when making the image-level prediction, and hence
the non-discriminative background features can be eliminated
from determining the label of the images, and (2) it learns
a discriminative sub-space and transforms the original feature
space to this discriminative subspace, making the instances
more discriminative. The non-discriminative background fea-
tures can easily make the image-level feature representation
obtained by LLC+SVM less discriminative, hence leads to
lower performance than SCC-MIL.

C. Visualization of sub-category classifiers’ responses

Figure 2 shows the responses of the sub-category classifiers
on some example images. The probability maps for RNFL
visibility are obtained as a weighted combination of these
responses (refer Eq. (3) of the main paper).

D. Experiments with public medical image datasets

Figure 3 compares margin-based and cross-entropy losses
with UCSB cancer dataset. Results for other public datasets
are given in Figure 9 of the main paper.

2The Tesla K40 GPU used for this research was donated by the NVIDIA
Corporation
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(a) K vs P1+P2
2

(b) K vs K1+K2
2

(c) K vs time in sec

Fig. 1: Effect of λ: (a,b) K vs system-annotator agreements, and (c) K vs computational time for different λ values and for different loss
functions.

Features
A1 vs system A2 vs system

A K A K
CNN 90.69± 0.29 0.709± 0.008 90.37± 0.28 0.677± 0.009

LLC+SVM (SIFT) 89.65± 0.13 0.706± 0.003 87.92± 0.13 0.638± 0.003

LLC+SVM (mLP [2]) 86.10± 0.20 0.610± 0.005 84.58± 0.19 0.541± 0.005

LLC+SVM (RP [3]) 85.93± 0.16 0.611± 0.004 84.16± 0.16 0.539± 0.004

LLC+SVM (RAW-PATCH) 84.77± 0.10 0.558± 0.003 84.12± 0.15 0.512± 0.004

LLC+SVM (S-FILTER [4]) 86.83± 0.10 0.633± 0.003 84.64± 0.13 0.550± 0.004

TABLE I: System vs annotator agreements (± standard errors) for different image-level classification approaches.

(a) (1,1,1) (b) (1,1,1)

(c) (-1,-1,-1) (d) (-1,-1,-1)

Fig. 2: Four example images (first column of each sub-figure), their probability maps obtained by SCC-MIL (second column of each sub-
figure), and the set of sub-category (K = 20) classifiers’ responses (last column of each sub-figure) are given in this figure. The top-left
and the bottom-left corners of each sub-figure show the green and the blue channels of each image respectively. In (a,b) the visible RNFL
regions by A1, A2 and the system are traced using red, blue and green colors. In the probability maps red values indicate high RNFL
visibility and the blue values indicate low visibility. These probability maps were obtained as a weighted combination of the sub-category
classifiers’ responses (shown in the last column). Under each sub-figure the image-level annotations by A1, A2, and the system’s predictions
are respectively given inside brackets.
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Fig. 3: Number of sub-categories (horizontal axis) vs AUC (vertical
axis) for UCSB cancer dataset (results for other public datasets are
given in Figure 9 of the main paper).
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